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Patterson's excellent color photography and explanation of his unique approach to photography will surely inspire you to explore new ways in your own photography. -- The Globe and Mail The second book in Freeman Patterson's internationally acclaimed series of textbooks on photography and visual design,
photography and the Art of Seeing has now been updated and expanded to include technical guidelines adapted for both digital and film photographers. The jargon-free text offers techniques and innovative exercises to break with traditional design concepts so that the photographer can develop a strong awareness of
themes and a direction for composing the image. Photography and art of vision also offers a workshop for all visual artists, which includes teaching about the basics of perception and overcoming obstacles in their work. This issue contains several never-before-published photographs from Freeman Patterson's personal
collection and extended subtitles that contain valuable technical information and personal comments. Patterson's excellent color photography and explanation of his unique approach to photography will surely inspire you to explore new ways in your own photography. -- The Globe and Mail The second book in Freeman
Patterson's internationally acclaimed series of textbooks on photography and visual design, photography and the Art of Seeing has now been updated and expanded to include technical guidelines adapted for both digital and film photographers. The jargon-free text offers techniques and innovative exercises to break with
traditional design concepts so that the photographer can develop a strong awareness of themes and a direction for composing the image. Photography and art of vision also offers a workshop for all visual artists, which includes teaching about the basics of perception and overcoming obstacles in their work. This issue
contains several never-before-published photographs from Freeman Patterson's personal collection and extended subtitles that contain valuable technical information and personal comments. Firefly Books, The LimitedPhotography and the Art of Seeing by Freeman Patterson is a super new book for beginners and
advanced photographers alike. It's easy to press a button and take a picture, but it's much harder to make a creative picture, and this well-written book will guide you through the steps of thinking and doing that part of it. The book contains not only beautiful pictures, but also technical information about what it takes to
create such images. whether you are using film or digital cameras, this is the latest edition of a classic, shows excellent color shots, provides clear explanations on how to get the best photo by seeing well, all with the hope of capturing you and producing an effective effective This is a completely reworked version,
beautifully designed, to combine the glamour of the craft of photography and how to combine technical excellence with passion and art. Very useful, jargon-free text offers techniques and innovative exercises to break with traditional concepts of design... Valuable technical information and personal comments, updated
and extended with technical guidelines for digital and film photographers adapted. The jargon-free text offers techniques and innovative exercises to break with traditional design concepts so that the photographer can develop a strong awareness of themes and a direction for composing the image. It also offers a
workshop for all visual artists, which includes lessons on basic perception and overcoming obstacles in their work. This issue contains several never-before-published photographs... And extended captions that contain valuable technical information and personal comments, Patterson gives guidelines to help
photographers improve their visual thinking and develop their imagination, emphasizing what he calls good vision. ... Patterson gives personal examples from his experiences, along with exercises to learn how to... It also deals with effective expression, abstract thinking and principles of visual design. For those who want
to move away from some tired viewing habits, the exercises and themes of this book should encourage experimentation and a new way of observation. Top Reviews First Top Reviews This is, as many others have commented, a good book. It encourages you to look at things differently and see your everyday
environment in a different light. It also encourages you to think about why you ™re take pictures and not just what you photograph ™re photograph. I ™d definitely say it's ™ one of the better books i've read about photography ™. Barriers to learning to observe thinking sideways. Exercises in lateral thinking . Chance
Exercises RandomLy Familiar Things Exercises to see familiar things. Flexible Be Relaxed Attention Relaxed Attention Exercises in relaxed attention Learning, imagining the eye of the mind Exercising your imagination Abstracting and selecting abstracting and selecting exercises in abstraction and selecting learning to
express the challenge of expression expression. Exercises in the expression . Expression in Matter Theme and You Unique Properties of Photography How a Camera Sees Space Thinking About Visual Design Elements of Visual Design: Sound Light and Shape Light and Texture Light and Line Light and Perspective
Perspective and Other Elements of visual design: color color and emotion color and time color as self-matter color and composition composition visual design Dynamic simplicity Dynamic simplicity achieve dominance, balance, proportion, pattern and rhythm, deformation works with visual design base. Filling the Image
Space Frame and Window Perspective Amputation True Color Correct Exposure Symbolism Page 2 The third book in Freeman Patterson's internationally acclaimed textbook series on photography and visual design has now been completely updated and expanded with technical guidelines for digital and film
photographers. From a moon rising over a winter landscape to a starfish in a tidal pool or birds in flight, this guide demystifies the techniques of photographing nature. This edition contains many new photographs from Freeman's personal collection and extended subtitles that contain valuable technical information and
personal comments from one of the world's most famous nature photographers. Page 3 REVIEWS Freeman Patterson does not disappoint his legion of fans worldwide with his new book Photographing the World Around You. The key is the word workshop. Patterson's creative skills are particularly evident in the series of
photographs he has taken of an abandoned city in South Africa. His verbal skill gives both the amateur and professional photographers many building blocks with which one can take better photographs, learn to design shapes, lines, textures and perspectives in such a way that clear visual documents are created,
emotions arouse or convey ideas. Bill Keay, Vancouver Weekend SunPage 4Namaqualand Garden of the Gods Cloth - 128 pages, 61 color photos 42.95 CDN plus GST and shipping order your copy now! Freeman will sign all books (and personalize them on request) before they are shipped. We accept VISA or
Mastercard. Now available at: Shampers Bluff Limited 3487 Rte 845, Long Reach, N.B. E5S 1X4 Ph (506) 763-2189 Fax 763-2035 Email: freemanpatterson2@gmail.comPage 5 I have an emotional attachment to Earth that goes far beyond my ability to understand or explain. I believe that our species in the system of
things in nature is not anything special than any other, and that all habitats and habitats should be treated with the same care, respect and dignity that we treat with our fellow human beings in our best moments. Freeman Patterson is an internationally renowned photographer and teacher whose deep love of nature is
conveyed through his extraordinary photographs and writing. Although his work has taken him from the barren ice landscapes of Ellesmere Island and the hot sands of the Namib Desert to the lush rainforest of the Pacific coast, he can also find impressive images just steps from his home overlooking the Saint John River
in the New Brunswick, Canada. Here, he writes, I can see the white-brown sections of an Arctic island in a spotty, snow-covered snow-covered View of desert dune patterns as I walk along a sandy beach, and witness the spring greening of the prairie on a piece of lawn. Portraits of the Earth is an expression of
Patterson's vision of the Earth. Combining 114 remarkable photographs with a compelling text, he takes readers behind the lens of the camera so that they begin to see the Earth through his eyes to feel their natural designs, their shapes, their lines, their textures. Of particular interest to photography enthusiasts are his
discussions about natural and graphic design, the importance of light and color and techique of composition. Patterson shows how photographing imagined landscapes can expand the experience and allow photographers to create new earthlandscapes that are a unique expression of thoughts and feelings. It is a
captivating photographic portrait of this planet that we call Earth. Page 6 Welcome to ShadowLight: A Photographer's Life, written by renowned photographer Freeman Patterson and edited by Phyllis Bruce Books, Harper Collins Publishers Ltd. The book is a retrospective of more than 30 years of image design, viewed
through both the inner and outer eyes of one of the world's leading photographers and teachers of photography and visual design. Freeman is an internationally recognized freelance photographer who lives in New Brunswick, Canada. The following excerpt is from the chapter Through the Looking Glass: A camera
always looks in both directions. Like all serious photographers, I have to accept and deal with this fact - the reality that my pictures are as much a documentation and interpretation of myself as the subject I choose. Although the first time I look at a single image, it rarely acts as a signpost or marker for the stages of my
personal development or growth, a collection of images provides an overview that tells human history and allows me and the viewer to identify images that are representative of important changes or stages. If I reject old slides or negatives, I have to be careful not to throw out my life story. There are two primary frame of
reference that I and other photographers can use to evaluate our work while recognizing the steps of our personal travels. One is the object or content of our images, the other is the general treatment of this object or style. Both can be very instructive. In my case, relatively little seems to change the content of my
photographs over a period of more than thirty years. But this is an illusion or a question of labelling. Although I still mainly depend on Scenes and situations and being inspired by natural things (including people) is what I'm now photographing about them is, in many ways, radically different from what I originally chose.
Even when looking at a few thousand of my Chronologically, I was surprised to discover that I have gone through at least four style periods, three of which matter. But these are conclusions after the fact, and they are only right if they are not taken too literally. The transitions are gradual, almost to the point that they are



sometimes imperceptible. As a photographer, I don't consciously choose a style and then apply it to a variety of themes; rather, I live my life, take my pictures and unconsciously document my personal journey. This suggests why my image design rarely shows a pattern of continuous improvement, but is often
characterized by periods of downtime - plateaus and rods. However, I don't necessarily view plateaus negatively. They can be valuable times of assimilation and consolidation after long periods or sudden spurts of personal growth. But whether I move or rest, the medium always reflects my inner self. So accurate is the
reflection that photographs often reveal the subtle beginnings of emotional transitions, which I can only consciously recognize in other ways much later. Page 7 REVIEWS The latest photo collection of the multi-talented Freeman Patterson, taken in abandoned diamond mining towns in Namibia, Africa, is sheer magic.
The subtle shades of golden images of sand, walls and open doors in ODYSSEYS pile up until they become an embarrassment of wealth in an environment of total devastation, deterioration and abandonment. It's like walking into a field of buried treasures, where you'll encounter scenes of such breathtaking beauty at
every corner that they dazzle the senses and confuse the mind. Considering their importance could take a lifetime. The photos are so sensual that the viewer is deeply affected when viewed. Patterson's prose is like his photos. He is a man with vision and a keen eye for beauty. He quotes William Blake - to see the world
in a grain of sand. One might suspect that the forward-thinking Blake Patterson had in mind when he wrote this. Cathleen Fillmore, Quill &amp; QuirePage 8 REVIEWS The Garden I have an emotional attachment to Earth that goes far beyond my ability to understand or explain. I believe that our species in the system of
things in nature is no more special than any other, and that all habitats should be treated with the same care, respect and dignity with which we treat our fellow human beings at our best moments. -Freeman Patterson from Portraits of Earth Patterson Freeman's Garden is a place where rain is as important as sunshine. ,
where colours blend seamlessly with scents, imagination and dreams, and where everything that lives and also dies, but where the cycle of life continues. Patterson has captured his five seasons with his captivating visual genius. We start in the foggy morning of early spring - the first green shoots against a humid and
gray landscape. Summer brings the wild palette palette flower species and widths of hay-scented ferns. Autumn juxtaposes close-ups of gold leaves with frost-gilded petals and berries, and a wondrous winter weaves a tapestry of white flakes, medium brown grasses and tiny black shadows. In a fifth season, the book
ends where it began, and as all gardens do, with rebirth, a symbol of hope and desant beginnings. Freeman uses the symbol of the eternal garden as a vehicle for inner reflection. His intimate text applies the wisdom gained by observing a garden to real life - the joy of seed catalogues, the keeping of the deer of Hostas,
the importance of chairs in the garden, the function of the paths; the beauty of roses in the soft, first light. The garden is a breathtaking achievement of a rare talent; it will be joyful, it will calm down, it will inspire. Key Porter - March 2003 Page 9Read Freeman Patterson's new book, Photographing the World Around You
and not only will you become a better photographer, you will be a better person. Patterson [is] an inspirational writer who can stir the creative juices of even the most hunted photographer. His latest textbook is based on one-week photo workshops he gives in New Brunswick and ... South Africa. Montreal GazettePage
10The representation of emotions or character through details in photography is intended to achieve liveliness or effectiveness more by invocing subjective and sensory impressions than by recreating an objective reality. The key to seeing the soul of the world, awakening one's own, is to overcome the confusion that we
think is real and imagination is an illusion. It's the other way around. The great tradition of still photography is the documentation, the representation of objective reality. The photographer observes a scene, situation, or object and responds to it by trying to show it as it appears. The average person on vacation, the
parents who photograph his family, and probably a large majority of serious amateurs and professionals work mainly within this tradition. However, there is a second tradition of changing physical reality to express the photographer's personal response to specific topics or to a concept or idea. Page 11 REVIEWS The Last
Wilderness, a remarkable tome of photographs and text, published by Key Porter Books, opens our eyes to the splendor of our country and pleads for us to respect the gifts of nature. Winnipeg Free PressPage 12 The first book in Freeman Patterson's teaching series has just been reworked. André Gallant joins Freeman
and gives clear instructions together Beginner photographers in filming and digital digital, in the selection of equipment, in the selection of the right exposure, with histograms, in understanding the depth of field and much more. Photographers learn how to use selective selective flash, double or long exposures and at
night. The revised edition is usually accompanied by all new images with informative captions. Labels.
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